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Winner • National Book Critics Circle Award (Biography)Winner • Edgar Award (Critical/
Biographical)Winner • Bram Stoker Award (Nonfiction)A New York Times Notable BookA
Washington Post Notable Nonfiction Pick of the YearNamed one of the Best Books of the Year
by Entertainment Weekly, NPR, TIME, Boston Globe, NYLON, San Francisco Chronicle, Seattle
Times, Kirkus Reviews, and BooklistIn this “thoughtful and persuasive” biography, award-
winning biographer Ruth Franklin establishes Shirley Jackson as a “serious and accomplished
literary artist” (Charles McGrath, New York Times Book Review). Instantly heralded for its
“masterful” and “thrilling” portrayal (Boston Globe), Shirley Jackson reveals the tumultuous life
and inner darkness of the literary genius behind such classics as “The Lottery” and The
Haunting of Hill House. In this “remarkable act of reclamation” (Neil Gaiman), Ruth Franklin
envisions Jackson as “belonging to the great tradition of Hawthorne, Poe and James” (New York
Times Book Review) and demonstrates how her unique contribution to the canon “so uncannily
channeled women’s nightmares and contradictions that it is ‘nothing less than the secret history
of American women of her era’ ” (Washington Post). Franklin investigates the “interplay between
the life, the work, and the times with real skill and insight, making this fine book a real
contribution not only to biography, but to mid-20th-century women’s history” (Chicago Tribune).
“Wisely rescu[ing] Shirley Jackson from any semblance of obscurity” (Lena Dunham), Franklin’s
invigorating portrait stands as the definitive biography of a generational avatar and an American
literary genius.

About the AuthorRuth Franklin is a book critic, former editor at the New Republic, and author of
A Thousand Darknesses: Lies and Truth in Holocaust Fiction, finalist for the Sami Rohr Prize for
Jewish Literature. --This text refers to the mp3_cd edition.Review[A] masterful account.-- "New
Republic"[Franklin] sees Jackson...as someone belonging to the great tradition of Hawthorne,
Poe, and James, writers preoccupied, as she was, with inner evil in the human soul.-- "New York
Times Book Review"A precise, revelatory, and moving reclamation of an American literary
master.-- "Booklist (starred review)"A real contribution not only to biography but to mid-twentieth-
century women's history.-- " Chicago Tribune"Franklin ably captures both the life and art of
Shirley Jackson...the many selves and multiple struggles of a true American original.-- "Kirkus
Reviews (starred review)"Franklin gives her subject her much-deserved due and sets the
standard for future literary biographers.-- "Library Journal (starred review)"Franklin is a
conscientious, lucid biographer.-- "Wall Street Journal"Franklin's sympathetic and masterful
biography...repositions her as a major artist whose fiction so uncannily channeled women's
nightmares and contradictions.'-- "Washington Post"Much of Jackson's writing is a weird, rich
brew, and Franklin captures its savor.-- "San Francisco Chronicle"Narrator Bernadette Dunne



has just the voice to capture the biography's tenor and subject, and she does a marvelous job
creating an interesting audio experience. Dunne's voice is deep, slightly raspy, and serious
enough to support the author's view that Jackson is an important literary voice that deserves to
be heard. She also keeps the audiobook moving, using her range and excellent pacing to
maintain our interest throughout this essential critical appraisal.-- "AudioFile"What we can learn
from Jackson... In her work, the real evil isn't violence or supernatural hauntings. It's
complacency. Jackson reminds us that, in real life, we don't have to wait until we've drawn the
bad lot to recognize the injustices around us.-- "Los Angeles Review of Books" --This text refers
to the audioCD edition.
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Kurt Boyd, “A Wonderful and Well-Researched Biography on a Literary Legend. When I was in
eighth grade, one of the stories in our literature textbook was “Charles”. This was my
introduction to Shirley Jackson, and a few years later, I read The Haunting of Hill House. I was
forever a fan after that, and have since gone on to read many of her other stories. So when I saw
a biography on her was on the way, I waited anxiously!I wasn’t disappointed. Ruth Franklin does
an outstanding job, thanks to the monumental research she conducted through Jackson’s
archives and interviews with her children and those still alive who were closest to her. Much is
told about Jackson’s beginnings and upbringing, her turbulent relationships with both her
husband and mother, and her writing career. Her humorous essays and stories on domesticity
that were a staple of 1950s women’s magazines may have been embellished—if the real truth of
her life is any indicator. Her horror and psychological terror tales (which made me the fan I am,
since I’m a 40ish single male who can’t really identify with her “housewife” stuff) gave her a
different audience, and had other readers scratching their heads on the departure it was from
her more whimsical work.The book is at times scholarly, a bit juicy here and there, and all
together hard to put down. As an author who dips into multiple genres myself, Jackson is one of
my many inspirations as a writer, so I always enjoy a good biography on those who paved the
way. Her relationships with her husband and mother are a bit heartbreaking at times. Franklin
does an amazing job chronicling the complexities of Jackson’s struggles here, as well as other
ailments and insecurities. You get the sense Jackson never really found any kind of needed
closure with her husband and mother—and never fully rode the wave of success she deserved—
before her untimely death (a heart attack in her sleep) at age 48.As a reader, I’m so grateful for
this biography and the works of Jackson that live on more than fifty years after her passing.
Reading this book has inspired me to go back and re-read Hill House, as well as the novels of
Jackson’s I’ve never read. I’m also now a fan of Franklin’s and can’t wait to see who her next
subject will be.”

Patricia Hagerty, “Jackson far More than her Reputation. In this sympathetic biography, Franklin
explores Jackson’s life, her family, her successes, and her writings. Her mother loved fashion
and glorified attractiveness; from her earliest years, Jackson had little interest in fashion and was
never fashion-model perfect. Her mother’s opinions and criticisms – of her appearance, of her
choice of a husband, of her housekeeping, of her writing – continued to her death. She was
passionately in love with Stanley Hyman, her brilliant but often unsupportive husband, from their
first meeting. His story is linked to hers, of course, and he had many successes, including
admiration from the literati of their time (’40’s, ’50’s, early ’60’s) and a fine reputation as a critic
and professor at Bennington. He was, however, unfaithful periodically and, in contrast to Shirley,
relatively unsuccessful as a writer (and breadwinner). Shirley became a sort of chaotic “earth
mother,” raising four children in a kind of laissez-faire style, cooking, entertaining, and constantly



writing in her “spare” time. She submitted stories to publications of the day, often being rejected,
until finally the success of “The Lottery” earned her the reputation (and notoriety) which led to
more frequent sales of her many stories and several novels. Over the years she became a
sought-after speaker and the primary financial support of the family. Some critics tended to
dismiss her as too focused on oddities and witchcraft, but author Franklin makes the point that
her primary themes grew out of her unhappy childhood: human nature’s tendency to ostracize
and reject, the plight of the mother/housewife, the sense of a personality and sometimes evil in
houses (she and Stanley lived in half a dozen), and finally of her desire to escape. In her last
years she developed agoraphobia and insomnia. She relied on doctor-prescribed pills to make it
through the day, and she died when her youngest child Barry was only 13. She is a very
sympathetic character, and her achievement in carefully documented throughout this excellent
biography.”

BookLover68, “A Worthy Biography of An Amazing Writer. I first read Shirley Jackson in the 60's,
when I was in high school, probably a few years after her death, and have read all of her
published work. Coming upon this biography by Ruth Franklin was a wonderful surprise!
Franklin's research appears meticulous, and her admiration for Jackson is evident. The writing is
superb. My one quarrel is with Franklin's detours, e.g., a lengthy discourse about the New York
literary scene of the 1930's and 1940's that felt long-winded. As interested as I am in that topic, I
found myself skimming some of it, and wanting to get back to Jackson's life. I felt the same way,
but less so, about the amount of time dedicated to Stanley Edgar Hyman. Yes, he was a pivotal
figure in Jackson's life, and some background information on him is both important and
appropriate, but at times I felt as though I was reading a double biography. That said, overall I
enjoyed this very much and will probably reread Judy Oppenheimer's early bio of Jackson.”

Rowena F, “Brilliant biography of a complex woman. I have been a huge fan of Shirley Jackson
since I first read "The Haunting of Hill House" as a teenager and am often amazed that she isn't
more widely read. Ruth Franklin's biography is a fascinating, well-researched book that brings
illumination to the woman behind many quirky and macabre novels and stories. The woman who
emerges is at least as complex as any of her heroines. It is also an insightful study of the way
women writers were (and in many ways still are) marginalised by their male contemporaries. I
just hope this leads to a resurgence of interest in her work.”

Client d'Ebook Tops, “Terrific book. Well written and researched.. Shirley Jackson was unknown
to me but this book hooked my interest. The author takes us through SJ's life and uses the
sequence of published work to develop the story. Jackson was a troubled person who
channeled her distress into taut, beautifully observed stories. She raised 4 children with a
difficult husband and buried her anger to the detriment of her health. The book portrays a
fascinating woman and even if you never read her work the boigraphy is excellent. Only



downside was occasional long lists of names which clog things up.”

Sanda Ionescu, “Perfect for fans of the author. Just wonderful, sensitive, thoughtful and reads
like a novel. I was utterly immersed in it for a week.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “well researched. book was incredibly well researched and thought
provoking.”

Monica Kulling, “Five Stars. Loved this book!”

The book by Ruth Franklin has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 363 people have provided feedback.
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